Activities under the plantation forestry method

This diagram shows the different activities under the Plantation Forestry Method.

- **New plantations**
  - Planting
  - Add land to an ERF project and plant
  - Move existing ERF project to this method

- **Convert short rotations to long rotations**
  - Harvest in the last 7 years, but no rotation in progress when you apply
  - Harvest after short rotation then convert to long rotation

- **Maintain an existing ERF project**
  - Immediate conversion to long rotation
  - Move existing ERF project to this method

Key:
- You must check the plantings projects requirements decision tree
- You do not need to check the plantings projects requirements decision tree

This diagram is a visual representation of the activities under the plantation forestry method, showing the different paths and decisions that can be made based on the stage of the forest project.